
Sonic Sound Block Panels: The latest commercial innovation from Lamvin 

Oceanside, CA – July 13, 2021 - Lamvin, a manufacturer of premium acoustical products, has introduced a 
new acoustical solution to market: Sonic Sound BlockTM Panels. Noise barrier wall panels offering superior sound 
absorption and noise blocking performance, the Sonic Sound Block offering was created in response to today’s 
modern, open commercial office designs, helping to ensure privacy and mitigate the likelihood of confidential 
conversations from being overheard.  

Sonic Sound Block Panels are constructed using one 
pound-per-square-foot non-reinforced mass-loaded 
vinyl barrier between two layers of fiberglass board. The 
thickness and rigidity of the materials solve speech privacy 
problems in corporate offices, conference and hotel 
rooms, restaurants, doctor’s offices or anywhere noise is a 
concern. The [NUMBER] of color and fabric options make 
them versatile addition to commercial spaces, as do the 
variable mounting options. 

“Sonic Sound Block Panels can be easily installed using impaling clips, construction adhesive or snap-on 
anchors,” explained Douglas Shantz, Lamvin North America Sales Director. “When we created this new product, 
we wanted to make it as customizable and accessible as possible. I’d say we achieved our goal with near-limitless 
ways to personalize the product to personal preferences and design tastes.” 

Weighing two-and-a-half-pounds per square-foot, Sonic Sound Block Panels must be installed 
from floor-to-ceiling. A striking and aesthetically pleasing addition to any room, four edge shapes 
are offered: mitered, beveled, radiused and squared. Once in-place, floor molding can be re-
installed, for a sleek and polished finish. 

Boasting an impressive 29 Sound Transmission Class (STC) rating, Sonic Sound Block Panels also have been 
fire tested, rated ASTM E84-Class I/A, helping to not only improve the security of sensitive information, but the 
physical safety of the space’s occupants as well. For more information about Sonic Sound Block Panels or 
Lamvin’s impressive line of products, visit lamvin.com. 

About Lamvin 
Founded in 1961, Lamvin is a leading manufacturer of quality, custom architectural acoustical products for walls 
and ceilings. We attribute our success to our innovative products, excellent lead times and our friendly and 
responsive customer service. 

About Catalyst Acoustics Group  
Catalyst Acoustics Group is the parent company of an elite group of acoustic, seismic, vibration and noise 
control companies that together, offer the broadest portfolio of noise control solutions in the market today. The 
independent brands, channels to market, products and services offered by each business remain unique, while 
leveraging the scale, deep functional expertise, broad channel reach and significant financial resources. 
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